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Return to school during COVID-19

Policy recommendation:

1. The CMA recommends that: Vaccination and/or rapid antigen testing be
required for students, teachers, and staff based on high risk settings and
comprehensive data collected on the effectiveness and feasibility of
these measures.

2. In all schools, effective measures be taken to ensure physical distancing
and other health measures to prevent transmission of COVID-19. This
includes implementing protocols that

3. The policy supports the implementation of

4. The CMA recommends that

5. The CMA encourages that

6. The CMA recommends that

7. The CMA recommends that

8. The CMA recommends that
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CMA Statement on Racism

Racism is a structural statement of health and disease, health and illness, and inequality. The impact of racism on health and wellness for all Canadians is significant and must be addressed in every aspect of healthcare delivery and medical education.

The provision of health care is guaranteed to all people. This commitment requires recognition, respect, and appreciation of the diversity of our communities and the health needs of all Canadians.

It is critical that medical educators and health care providers be aware of their own biases and how these biases might impact patient care and professional practice.

In the current climate of heightened awareness of racism in healthcare, medical educators have an obligation to ensure that all learners are aware of the signs and symptoms of racism and are given tools to address and mitigate its effects.

To: All Medical Educators

Canadian Medical Association

Signed

President, Canadian Medical Association
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